A major goal of HIV-1 vaccine design is to elicit broadly neutralizing antibodies (bnAbs) that can protect against infection (1) (2) (3) . The HIV-1 envelope glycoprotein (Env) spike tends to elicit B cell responses to variable regions and not to more conserved sites that are relatively hindered by adjacent glycosylation (2, (4) (5) (6) . "Wellordered" soluble Env trimers (e.g., SOSIP and NFL gp140s) have been developed to mimic the Env spike, which is comprised of three surface subunits (gp120) and three transmembrane subunits (gp41) (3, 7-10). These soluble trimers display desirable quaternary epitopes of various bnAbs, but how well they mimic native epitopes is not previously to be more thermostable than a broad panel of tier 1 and tier 2 isolates (44, 45) . In neutralization assays with PG9 and PG16, Comb-mut showed higher MPN values compared to ADA, but both viruses remained partially neutralized (i.e., 92 and 94% for Comb-mut versus 85 and 87% for ADA, respectively; Fig. 1A ). The slopes of neutralization curves of PG9 and PG16 against Comb-mut were also steeper than with ADA, which suggests that Comb-mut trimers may be more homogeneous and uniformly recognized. In neutralization assays with V3 antibodies 447-52D and F425-B4e8, as well as the CD4bs "non-bnAbs" b6 and F105, we found that ADA was neutralized with shallow dose-response curves, although 100% neutralization was reached at high concentrations of V3 antibodies (Fig. 1B) . Comb-mut was resistant to F105, b6, and V3 crown antibodies 19b and 39F (data not shown) but was modestly sensitive to F425-B4e8 and 447-52D. However, 447-52D neutralized ADA (50% inhibitory concentration [IC 50 ] ϭ 0.05 g/ml) ϳ100-fold more potently than Comb-mut. The neutralization curves with Comb-mut had the expected sigmoidal shape but were shallow with ADA (Hill slopes of 0.87 and 0.18, respectively). These results indicated that on Combmut epitopes of most non-bnAbs were relatively occluded and V2 bnAb epitopes were retained. We sought to investigate how V3 crown exposure and V2 heterogeneity in Comb-mut and ADA relate to functional stability of Env and to identify functional Env with improved V2 bnAb recognition and with V3 occluded.
Mutations that enhance neutralization of HIV-1 by PG9. To gain insight into V2 exposure on ADA and Comb-mut, we generated a mutant Env panel to be screened for sensitivity to PG9. Mutations in or near to the PG9-binding site were chosen in part based on sequence alignment of ADA, Env consensus M (ConS), as well as clade A and C stable Env trimers, BG505 and 16055, respectively, the latter of which exhibit 100% MPNs against PG9 and PG16 (Fig. 2) . We also tested a variety of mutations outside of V1V2, including N-glycosylation knockouts, mutations that caused resistance to entry inhibitors PF-68742 (46) and 5P12-RANTES (47) , as well as others which had been described or suspected to affect Env trimerization, as cited in Table 1 and discussed further below. These mutations in subunit interfaces were anticipated to impact Env trimer stability and conformation based on analysis of an X-ray crystal structure of BG505 SOSIP gp140 (8) .
c After sequence alignments, the amino acid residues in ADA/Comb-mut were changed to that of HIV-1 isolates BG505 or 16055, which are fully neutralized by PG9 and PG16.
show higher MPN values of PG9 against ADA (Table 1) . Notably, when all mutations were analyzed, a statistically significant positive correlation (P ϭ 0.0004) was observed between T90 and MPN of PG9 (Fig. 5A) The functional stability (T90) of Comb-mut was determined to be at the maximum limit possible with the infectivity-based assay (i.e., T90 ϳ50°C), since components of the viral backbone inactivate around this temperature (44, 45) . All of the Comb-mut mutants were similarly at the maximum T90 value for this assay and so are most likely comparable in stability to Comb-mut. Because I165L and V169K improved PG9/PG16 neutralization of ADA and Comb-mut without affecting the T90, we further tested Comb-mut and its mutant CM-LK for infectivity decay at 37°C, as well as its physical trimer stability. (We note that Comb-mut trimers previously showed higher physical stability than ADA in a temperature gradient Blue Native-PAGE [BN-PAGE] assay by ϳ12°C [44] .) No differences between Comb-mut and CM-LK were observed in the half-life of infectivity decay at 37°C or in the integrity of heat-treated Env trimers on BN-PAGE ( Fig. 5B and C) . We conclude that I165L and V169K enhance PG9/PG16 neutralization without altering Env trimer stability and hence are distinct from the many non-V2 mutations in which Env ADA stability and MPN of PG9 appear to be linked. Mutations I165L and V169K enhance neutralization of ADA by several V2 bnAbs. We assayed ADA-LK and CM-LK for neutralization by additional V2 bnAbs including, PGT145 (15), CH01 (22), VRC26.08 (16) , and PGDM1400 (17) . As with PG9 and PG16, PGDM1400 neutralized ADA-LK and CM-LK with IC 50 s lower than parental viruses and with 100% neutralization, which is consistent with the superior breadth of PGDM1400 ( Fig. 6A ) (17) . ADA and Comb-mut were resistant to VRC26.08 and CH01, but the LK substitution made these viruses highly sensitive to VRC26.08 and partially sensitive to CH01 (MPN of ϳ40%), which lends support to the reported dependence of these bnAbs on K169 (48) .
PGT145 was an exception, however, since the LK mutation caused IC 50 s to increase 5-to 10-fold and MPNs to decrease from 100% to 82 to 91% (Fig. 6A ). The effect was localized because ADA-LK and CM-LK showed no change in sensitivity to non-V2 bnAbs, including those against the CD4bs, N332 glycan, and MPER of gp41 ( Fig. 6A ; data not shown). Further analysis showed that V169K was largely responsible for the observed changes in PGT145 and VRC26.08 neutralization (Fig. 6B) .
We also compared the neutralization sensitivity of ADA, ADA-LK, Comb-mut, and CM-LK toward gp120-gp41 interface bnAbs PGT151, 35O22, and 3BC176, since these bnAbs are known to only partially neutralize many isolates (49) (50) (51) . Interestingly, Comb-mut was much more completely and potently neutralized by all three Abs than ADA (Fig. 6C ). This effect could be the result of a shift in a gp41 glycan at the gp120-gp41 interface from N624 in ADA to N625 in Comb-mut (44) . 35O22 depends on the glycan at N625 and, whereas an N625 glycan-knockout does not strongly affect neutralization by either PGT151 or 3BC176, the 624/625 glycan shift may perhaps alter their epitopes given the extreme proximity of these residue positions (49) (50) (51) . The LK mutations did not significantly improve the MPN of the interface bnAbs against Comb-mut, but Comb-mut is already neutralized 100% by PGT151 and 96% by 35O22. However, PGT151 neutralization of ADA was improved by these mutations (ADA ϭ 23% MPN; ADA-LK ϭ 55% MPN), which suggests that these mutations generally increase the homogeneity of Env even at distal sites.
We further tested the sensitivity of ADA, ADA-LK, Comb-mut, and CM-LK to soluble CD4 (sCD4) as another measure of the effect of I165L and V169K on Env stability, since resistance to sCD4 has been associated with greater Env stability (44, 52) . As previously reported (44), Comb-mut was more resistant to sCD4 than ADA by ϳ70-fold (Fig. 6C ). The LK mutations had little effect on sCD4 inhibition of Comb-mut, supporting the BN-PAGE data showing that Comb-mut and CM-LK are roughly equal in stability (Fig.  5C ). I165L and V169K increased sensitivity of ADA to sCD4 by ϳ5-fold, which is a somewhat specific effect since thermostability was unaffected by these two mutations in ADA (Table 1) .
Blocking complex glycosylation alters V2 bnAb neutralization of ADA/Combmut mutants. Blocking the trimming of high-mannose on N-linked glycosylation of HIV-1 Env affects neutralization by V2 bnAbs (4). We investigated this aspect of glycan processing on neutralization of ADA/Comb-mut and cognate LK mutants. Pseudotyped viruses were produced under different conditions to generate trimmed N-linked glycans: (i) in GnTI Ϫ/Ϫ (293S) cells that produce Man5-9GlcNAc2 (4), (ii) in 293T cells treated with kifunensine that generate Man9GlcNAc2 (53), or (iii) in cells treated with to D; Table 3 ). Second, producing virus in 293S cells increased the MPN of CH01 in all cases, reaching 100% against CM-LK. Third, VRC26.08 neutralization was abrogated when virus was produced in 293S cells. Lastly, swainsonine treatment increased sensitivity of ADA-LK and CM-LK to VRC26.08 without increasing MPNs. The latter three findings suggest that CH01 binds better to terminal mannose glycans, whereas VRC26.08 prefers complex glycosylation.
The glycan contacts with V2 bnAbs in structural models mainly involve N160, with N156 supplying secondary contacts (21, (28) (29) (30) 54) . We made knockouts of these glycans in Comb-mut and CM-LK and assayed virus sensitivity to the V2 bnAbs used above. As expected, N160A abolished neutralization by all antibodies (data not shown). N156S had little effect on PGT145 neutralization of Comb-mut and diminished the PG9 IC 50 5-fold ( Fig. 7C and D; Table 3 ). In contrast, N156S in the CM-LK background reduced , and CM-LK (D) pseudotyped viruses were generated in 293T cells, in 293S cells, or in the presence of swainsonine. Virions of Comb-mut and CM-LK that had the N156S mutation, which eliminates the glycosylation site at this position, were also generated in 293T cells. Viruses were tested in neutralization assays against V2 bnAbs PG9, PGT145, CH01, and VRC26.08. The MPN findings are shown in panels A to D. (E) The stability of ADA wild-type and ADA-LK virion Envs produced in 293T or 293S cells or in the presence of kifunensine or swainsonine was tested in a T90 assay. A statistically significant increase in the functional stability of Env was found with each treatment relative to producing virus in 293T cells. The statistical significance was determined using a paired two-tailed t test. (F) Six different viruses from different clades were produced with or without the addition of kifunensine, and the functional stability was tested in the T90 assay.
the PG9 IC50 80-fold, abrogated neutralization by PGT145, and severely reduced neutralization by both CH01 and VRC26.08. We assume that the glycan knockout at N156 alters glycosylation at N160 or its packing with the B and C strands as a part of the V2 epitope (54), thereby increasing the dependence of all of the V2 bnAbs on the glycan at N156.
Preventing complex glycosylation increases thermostability of Env. We wished to determine whether blocking complex glycosylation affected the functional stability of Env. Thus, ADA and ADA-LK glycosylation modified variants were assessed for thermostability using the heat gradient (T90) assay. Kif-, swain-, and GnTI Ϫ/Ϫ celltreated viruses all showed enhanced T90s that went from ϳ42°C to 47 to 51°C (Fig. 7E) . Hence, blocking complex glycosylation and/or mannose trimming generally increased the thermostability of ADA. The Comb-mut variants showed maximum T90 values irrespective of the glycosylation modifications, suggesting that the stable Comb-mut trimer is at least not destabilized by changes in glycosylation. To determine whether blocking complex glycosylation and mannose trimming is stabilizing for other Envs, a panel of pseudotyped viruses of modest stability (i.e., T90s ϳ43 to 46°C) was similarly produced in the presence or absence of kifunensine and tested for thermostability. Five of five viruses showed increased T90s when produced in the presence of kifunensine (P ϭ 0.0003). Taken together, our data show that complex glycosylation is generally unfavorable for functional stability, at least with moderately stable Envs.
PG9 and PGT145 together fully neutralize mixed Env trimers. Incomplete neutralization by a V2 bnAb might arise from variation in glycosylation or folding that occludes the three potential binding sites on the trimer. However, it is unclear whether or how adjacent protomers influence this resistance. We performed a mixed trimer experiment in which Env plasmids of Comb-mut and CM-LK-which show partial resistance to PG9 and PGT145, respectively-were mixed 1:1 prior to preparing pseudotyped virus. Neutralization assays were performed using PG9, PGT145, and a cocktail of the two bnAbs. We found that mixed-trimer virus was partially resistant to single bnAbs and fully neutralized by the double bnAb cocktail (Table 4) . These results support a model in which mixing protomers does not cause resistance to both bnAbs that would have indicated supraheterogeneity in mixed subunit interfaces. V2 bnAbs with higher MPNs bind to a greater proportion of Env trimers. Incomplete neutralization of virus by V2 bnAbs presumably results from a failure to recognize a subpopulation of Env. To investigate, we coincubated V2 bnAbs with Comb-mut and CM-LK virions, detergent solubilized the Env-bnAb complexes, and visualized the complexes using a gel mobility shift assay employing BN-PAGE and Western blotting. Several observations were notable. First, PG9 and PG16 completely shifted the band corresponding to CM-LK trimers, but with Comb-mut a fraction of trimers remained unshifted, which suggests that I165L/V169K overcomes microheterogeneity in Comb-mut to allow binding to all of its spikes (Fig. 8A ). Second and surprisingly, PGT145 and PGDM1400 did not fully shift the Comb-mut trimer band despite achieving 100% MPNs and totally failed to shift CM-LK spikes. Gel mobility shifts were also absent with VRC26.08 and CH01 against both viruses, even though they partially neutralized CM-LK. (A) Comb-mut and CM-LK virions, displaying Ͼ95% cleaved Env, were incubated in the presence of the IgGs specified (25 g/ml) and analyzed using BN-PAGE Western blot. Binding of an antibody causes the Env trimer to run more slowly on the gel, thus shifting the band upward on the blot. 2G12 and DEN3 were used as positive-and negative-control antibodies, respectively. (B) Virion-antibody complexes were fixed using the chemical cross-linker BS 3 -after antibody binding but before adding detergent-to prevent antibodies from falling off during the gel run. (C) Comb-mut and CM-LK virions were incubated with 447-52D or F425-B4e8 IgGs that bind to V3, or control IgG 2G12, and then Env trimers were solubilized using detergent and analyzed using a BN-PAGE Western blot.
We suspected that, where there was a lack of correlation between gel mobility shift and neutralization, bnAbs might have dissociated from Env, either following detergent treatment or during electrophoresis. To test this hypothesis, we crosslinked bnAb-virion complexes prior to adding detergent (37) . Cross-linking increased the apparent occupancy of V2 bnAbs on Env spikes in almost all cases in which V2 bnAbs neutralized and gel shifts were inefficient (Fig. 8B) . This is most prominently seen with PGDM1400 and VRC26.08 against CM-LK, perhaps because these antibodies are particularly sensitive to the quaternary state of Env and therefore might dissociate from the spikes most easily upon detergent treatment (16, 17) . CH01 failed to produce a shift; however, CH01 only neutralizes CM-LK with an MPN of ϳ40%, so occupancy appears to be transient and limited with this antibody. Taken together, the BN-PAGE data broadly align with the neutralization results and imply that substitution LK alters the antibodybinding site to make the virus/Env population uniformly recognizable to PG9, PG16, and VRC26.08, but not to PGT145.
V3 crown neutralization correlates inversely with stability of ADA. The spike of Comb-mut is more physically thermostable than a variety of tier 1 and tier 2 primary isolates (44, 45) . Comb-mut was modestly sensitive to V3 crown antibodies 447-52D and F425-B4e8 ( Fig. 1B; IC 50 s ϳ10 g/ml), which was surprising since Comb-mut is resistant to other V3 crown antibodies, CD4bs antibodies b6 and F105, and CD4i antibodies 17b and X5. We screened various ADA mutants against 447-52D and found a significant inverse correlation between the T90 and the IC 50 values of 447-52D (P ϭ Ͻ0.0001; Fig. 9A ). There was also a positive relationship between decreased 447-52D potency and the increased MPN of PG9, and this relationship attained statistical significance if V2 mutations in the PG9 interface were excluded (Fig. 9B) . Taken together, we conclude that Env trimer stabilization tends to reduce exposure of V3 at the apex of the spike.
Antibodies to the V3 crown can neutralize HIV either by binding to Env prior to attachment with CD4 or postattachment (55) . We tested the ability of 447-52D and F425-B4e8 to bind to unliganded trimers on Comb-mut and CM-LK virions using a BN-PAGE gel mobility shift assay (44, 56) . F425-B4e8 showed no binding or shifting of the Env trimer on BN-PAGE (Fig. 8C) . 447-52D did cause the trimer to "trail" upwards slightly on the gel; however, this was not a clean shift of the trimer as with control antibody 2G12. We infer from these results that 447-52D interacts only very weakly or transiently with Comb-mut and CM-LK unliganded trimers, if at all, and neutralizes these viruses when Env is in another conformation (e.g., post-CD4 engagement).
Mutation of Env to further attenuate V3 crown recognition. Given the possible relevance of V3 crown exposure to vaccine design, we assessed the neutralization sensitivity of CM-LK-the mutant most fully neutralized by the majority of V2 bnAbsusing V3 crown antibodies 447-52D and F425-B4e8. Similar to Comb-mut, it was modestly sensitive to these antibodies (Fig. 9C ). 19b and 39F and coreceptor-binding site antibody 17b showed no capacity to neutralize CM-LK (data not shown). We screened 22 mutants of Comb-mut for neutralization by V3 crown antibodies and V2 bnAbs. Of the mutations we tested, only R315Q, which converts the V3 crown from the consensus motif of clade B to that of clades A and C (i.e., GPGR¡GPGQ) abrogated neutralization by both 447-52D and F425-B4e8 ( Fig. 9C ; data not shown) (57) . Notably, R315Q also increased the MPN of PG9 against ADA and stabilized ADA with a T90 increasing from 42.7 to 45.6°C ( Fig. 3; Table 1 ). Although the mechanism of trimer stabilization by R315Q is not obvious, in the crystal structure of BG505 SOSIP, position 315 is buried in the trimer interface so changing R to Q might tend to reduce V3 crown solvent exposure and/or instability possibly involving proximal residues near to the C strand, such as N197 or K121 (Fig. 10) (54, 58) . Importantly, R315Q did not alter neutralization properties of CM-LK relating to other bnAbs, except for a slight reduction in MPN of CH01 ( Fig. 9C; data not shown) . Thus, the triple mutant, CM-LKQ, retained the relative trimer stability of Comb-mut with added accessibility to V2 bnAbs and disruption of V3 crown epitopes at the apex of the trimer.
DISCUSSION
HIV-1 Env trimer stability and heterogeneity can contribute to viral fitness, the former by ensuring prolonged infectivity and the latter by facilitating the evasion of host antibodies. However, these properties of Env are also significant variables in vaccine design. Incomplete neutralization or shallow dose-response curves observed with V2, V3, and CD4bs antibodies against the labile ADA isolate revealed heterogeneity in Env. We studied the relationship between Env functional stability and neutralization by V2 and V3 antibodies among mutants of ADA and hyperstable Comb-mut Env backgrounds. We found a positive correlation between Env stability and MPN of V2 bnAb PG9, as well as an inverse correlation between stability and sensitivity to V3 crown antibodies. In the process, we identified changes in Env that enhance neutralization by V2 bnAbs, stabilize native trimers, and abrogate neutralization by V3 crown antibodies. A relatively stable, homogeneous Env trimer is described that combines these features (e.g., Comb-mut LKQ).
We identified 17 mutations (out of 36) throughout ADA within and outside V2 and V3 that enhanced PG9 neutralization, 9 of which stabilized Env, and 17 that reduced V3 crown neutralization (Fig. 10 ). These stabilizing mutations (i.e., N136S, S143D, N302Y, R315Q, A316T, F317W, T319A, L565M, Q567K, and T605P) might be useful in engineering other Env trimer immunogens considering that these positions are relatively conserved. Some of the stabilizing mutations, e.g., N136S (V1), N302Y (V3), and L565M (HR1), had arisen during escape from the CCR5 inhibitor, 5P12-RANTES (47), whereas others, e.g., T605P (DSL) and A612S (HR2), had facilitated escape from the fusion inhibitor PF-68742 (D. P. Leaman and M. B. Zwick, unpublished observations). Notably, others have also reported on fusion inhibitor-escape mutations that were trimer stabilizing (59, 60) . Perhaps mutations that escape fusion inhibition are often trimer stabilizing because they act to tighten subunit interfaces in order to restrict inhibitor binding.
Recently, Herschhorn et al. identified a number of mutations in V1V2 that increased sensitivity of HIV-1 to CD4 mimics, V3 MAbs, CD4i MAbs, weakly neutralizing CD4bs MAbs, and cold inactivation, but decreased sensitivity to small-molecule inhibitors of CD4-induced conformational changes, as well as to V2 and CD4bs bnAbs (52) . Singlemolecule FRET analysis showed that these mutations caused Env to adopt a less stable, more open conformation that the authors described as a local energy well (state 2) in between unliganded Env (state 1) and fully CD4-bound Env (state 3). Beauparlant et al. identified mutants of Env, including I165K and F317L, which showed increased infectivity toward CD4-deficient target cells and were also hyper-sensitive to CCR5 inhibitors, V3, CD4i, and weak CD4bs Abs; these authors surmised that it was in a conformation similar to the state 2 described by Herschhorn et al. (61) . Most likely, the mutations that we found which stabilized Env and decreased exposure of V3 are stabilizing state 1, while mutations that did the opposite are destabilizing state 1, while favoring the adoption of state 2. However, the activation barrier between states 1 and 2 might also be affected, so to parse out the energetic states involved more detailed studies would be needed.
How does increasing trimer stability reduce IC 50 s and improve the MPN of nAbs to the V3 crown and V2 (N160), respectively? Mutations that increase trimer stability might Mutations that were found to increase PG9 neutralization or increase trimer stability are indicated as spheres on the crystal structure of JRFL envelope (PDB 5FYK). In the inset images, key residues at positions 165 and 169 (B) and position 315 (C) of gp120 are shown with residues nearby that may interact with them. Hydrogen bonds between neighboring amino acid residues, predicted using PyMOL, are shown using red dashed lines. I165 and R315 are shown in both inset images for orientation. raise IC 50 s of V3 crown Abs by limiting the conformations and/or duration of V3 crown exposure before it "reburies" in the trimer, thus lowering the on rate and narrowing the range of antibody affinities for the spike. We observed a correlation between Env stability and the MPN (but not the IC 50 ) of PG9. V2 bnAbs, including PG9, may recognize a more stable conformation of the trimer than the V3 crown antibodies, so changes in trimer stability may have less of an effect on the IC 50 s of V2 bnAbs. Mutations that improve the MPNs of V2 bnAbs might relate to improved recognition of Env as it becomes more uniformly glycosylated and folded, either in the unliganded state, the asymmetric bnAb-bound state, or both of these states.
We found that neutralization by V2 bnAbs improved due to mutations I165L and V169K. L165 is a contact residue in a complex between V2 peptide and PG9 (21) and is also a "TD" mutation that has been shown to improve trimerization of soluble gp140s (9) . I165L might alter packing of V2 on the trimer to improve accommodation of V2 bnAb. K169 has been associated with decreased risk of infection in the RV144 clinical trial (12, 62, 63) . Antibodies were also isolated from RV144 vaccinees that bound to K169 and, although they only neutralized Tier 1 viruses, were capable of mediating ADCC against tier 2 isolates, which has suggested a mechanism for RV144 vaccine protection (64) . We found that V169K increased Env recognition and MPN by multiple V2 bnAbs, which might be explained by the Lys side chain improving interactions with anionic, Tyr-sulfated CDR H3s of these antibodies (16, 21) . Notably, the MPN of PGT145 was decreased by V169K, so some heterogeneity in V2 must exist with this mutant, perhaps due to interactions of K169 with surrounding glycosylation. PGT145 reportedly binds in a "straight-up-and-down" orientation and makes contact with all three gp120 protomers, in contrast to the asymmetric approach of PG9-type V2 bnAbs, which could make penetrating a stabilized trimer apex more difficult (54) . However, PGDM1400 is a somatic variant of PGT145 that binds to the trimer in the same orientation as PGT145 (17) , and its MPN is not reduced against CM-LK, so we speculate that the reduced PGT145 neutralization is due to effects of local and residual glycan heterogeneity that hinders PGT145 but that PGDM1400 can avoid. Virus containing a mixture of Comb-mut and CM-LK-which individually showed either PG9 or PGT145 partial neutralizationwas 100% neutralized by a cocktail of the two antibodies, suggesting that glycosylation sites from adjacent protomers were modified and recognized independently.
We showed that the thermostability of ADA was increased by blocking complex glycosylation, e.g., using swainsonine, kifunensine, and GnTI Ϫ/Ϫ cells. The effects of glycosylation on protein stability can be difficult to predict. However, increasing glycosylation has boosted protein stability in other systems (65) (66) (67) . Perhaps the untrimmed mannose residues left by glycosylation inhibitors stabilize Env through packing of the larger, more uniform mannose residues, or by reducing the favorability of unfolding by altering the entropy of water in the hydration shell over exposed hydrophobic protein patches similar to the mechanism by which polyethylene glycol modifications improve thermostability of proteins (68, 69) . Whatever the mechanism, our results suggest that preventing the trimming of glycans may be a useful tool for increasing the functional thermostability of membrane Env immunogens.
BN-PAGE analysis showed that Comb-mut-LK trimers were recognized more efficiently and by a greater number of V2 bnAbs than Comb-mut and that the bnAb-Env association was improved further by chemical cross-linking. We note, too, that MPER and gp41 interface bnAbs 10E8, PGT151, and 35O22 potently neutralize Comb-mut-LKQ with high MPNs similar to those for Comb-mut (70) , suggesting that this Env is relatively homogeneous throughout the trimer interfaces.
Will Env trimer stabilization help in eliciting bnAb? No immunizations with soluble trimers stable or otherwise have elicited significant bnAb responses so additional factors will most likely play a role (71, 72) . Feng et al. showed recently that trimer stability correlated with elicitation of autologous nAbs against a few Envs (73). Unstable trimers are prone to shedding of gp120 (74) , proteolysis (75) and antibody-mediated destabilization (51, 76), which may limit B cell responses against quaternary bnAb epitopes. Autologous nAbs have been associated with Envs that lack particular glycans
